Anhydrous β-guanine crystals in a marine dinoflagellate: Structure and suggested function.
Guanine crystals are used by certain animals, including vertebrates, to produce structural colors or to enhance vision, because of their distinctive reflective properties. Here we use cryo-SEM, cryo- FIB SEM and Raman spectroscopic imaging to characterize crystalline inclusions in a single celled photosynthesizing marine dinoflagellate species. We demonstrate spectroscopically that these inclusions are blocky crystals of anhydrous guanine in the β-polymorph. Two-dimensional cryo-SEM and three-dimensional cryo-FIB-SEM serial block face imaging show that the deposits of anhydrous guanine crystals are closely associated with the chloroplasts. We suggest that the crystalline deposits scatter light either to enhance light exploitation by the chloroplasts, or possibly for protection from UV radiation. This is consistent with the crystal locations within the cell, their shapes and their sizes. As the dinoflagellates are extremely abundant in the oceans and are a major group of photosynthesizing marine organisms, the presence of guanine crystals in this marine organism may have broad significance.